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This Week in Crypto

This week the Crypto market continued to grow as we approached a top-end market cap

of $2.96 trillion which is the highest in all of crypto history. There was some negative

news which originated from China in regards to Evergrande and from the most recent

BTC ETF (Electronically Traded Funds) rejection. However, the crypto market recovered

slowly but surely and now seems to have corrected for the next leg up. Bitcoin (BTC)

underwent its tap-root upgrade which is supposed to improve its security, flexibility and

scalability for crypto uses. The Cryptonairz community has reached over 500 members

this week and to celebrate sign ups 500, 501 and 502 obtained free membership for a

month or more. The team has been growing in size and events, make sure to tune in on

YouTube where we also host daily Crypto news, host various events with notable

individuals and even post guides. For more information make sure to follow us, like and

subscribe utilizing the links below!
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New Projects

This week’s new reviewed projects includes the following projects:

● Hector Dao (HEC)

● Altura (ALU)

● GAMEE (GMEE)

● UFO Gaming

If you are interested in more details about this project please refer to the write ups in the

discord or ask one of our moderators.

StrongBlock Updates

StrongBlock has stopped expanding the list of StrongBlock holders who can launch the

new DVPN Sentinel nodes. StrongBlock has announced that it will be providing its

Node-as-a-Service (NaaS) in collaboration with Fantom (FTM), Polygon (MATIC) and

rumor has it Binance (BSC). In the weekly AMA David Moss mentioned that Strong is

working on node migration for individuals who have had compromised wallets. Lastly, it

was mentioned that a form of fractional node ownership is in the works and that Strong

is working on claim routing which will allow users to roll over rewards to new nodes

without having to pay fees.

Links

Cryptonairz Homepage Cryptonairz Twitter Cryptonairz YouTube
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